MANAGEMENT RESPONSE TO
REQUEST FOR INSPECTION PANEL REVIEW OF
ITAPARICA RESETTLEMENT AND IRRIGATION PROJECï
LOAN 2883-BR
The Management and Staff of the responsible Department have reviewed the Request for
Inspection Panel Review of the Itaparica Resettlement and Irrigation Project (“thc Rcqucst’) filed
by the Pólo :Sin&caì dos Trabalhadores Rurais do Submédio São Francisco on hlu& i 9. i 997
Under the Board Resolution establishing the Inspection Panel (Resolution 93-10, 9.’LC!Y3) thrs
Request is ineligible for consideration because more than 95% of the Loan Proceeds had bcen
disbursed as of the date the Request was received. However, in the interest of trsnswnc’.. the
following detailed response has been prepared.
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CHESI:

São Francisco Hydroelectric Power Company

CODEVASF

São Francisco Valley Development Commission

ELETROBRAS

Brazilian Electrical Power Holding Corporation

FUNAJ

National Indian Foundation

FUNDAJ

Joaquim Nabuco Foundation

GOB

Government of Brazil

IICA

Interamerican Institute for Agricultural Cooperation

IP

Inspection Panel

MME

Ministry of Mines and Energy

O&M

Operation and Maintenance

OD

Operational Directive

OMS

Operational Manual Statement

SAR

S t a Appraisal Report

\MI-

Maintenance Payment

WUA

Water Users Association

Executive Summary
The ïtaparica Resettlement and Imgation Project is a stand-alone resettlement project
designed entirely for the benefit of the population af€&ed by the construction of the Itaparica dam
and reservoir. Construction of the dam, which was not financed by the Bank, began in 1979. it
was needed to provide an additional source of power for the rapidly growing Northeast region of
Brazil. Compietion of the dam to bring additional power on line was considered a top priority by
the Government and regional leaders. A plan for resettling the 8,1 O0 families to be dislocated by
the reservoir had not been considered in depth during the design and construction of the dam. As a
consequence, Bank staf€, in the mid 1980s, in the context of a dialogue with the power sector,
strongly advised that adequate provision be made for the affected people. in response to this
dialogue, the Government of Brazil requested financing for the Itaparica Resettlement Project in
1986, some seven years after the construction had begun and barely two years before flooding of
the reservoir was to take place.
The urban and rural housing and other infrastructure was completed in a timely fashion
and the affected population was successfully resettled. The main problem in the Project has been
the completion of irrigation infrastructure for the 5,800 farming families affected by the dam. The
scope of the agreed project financed by the Bank is limited to rural housing, urban mfiamucture
and five major irrigation subprojects encompassing about 4,500 imgated plots. The Bank’s
accountability should not be extended to non-Bank-financed imgation subprojects encompassing
some 1,300 plots. As was recognized at appraisal, the project involved high risk, given the
relatively scanty dormation available on soil conditions in the region, the technological challenges
imposed by terrain and soils, and the social problems involved in dislocating people from their
homes. The Borrower’s commitment to the project was not strong at the outset and fluctuated
throughout implementation. The project has executed during a tumultuous period of Brazil’s
recent history, when galloping inflation, political change and shifting priorities took their toll on
execution. Lack of cooperation among different agencies and the politicization of resettlement
caused additional problems.
As a consequence of these factors, long delays and cost overruns affected implementation.
Current program costs are estimated at more than double the o r i g d estimates and approximately
3,560 of the 5,800 farming families affected by the dam are still awaiting completion of imgation
on their lots. Nevertheless, during the time that these families have been waiting, they have been
adequately housed and have received regular maintenance payments. Also, many impoverished
and landless farmers, accounting for 60% of the rural families, acquired major assets (housing and
imgated land) through the project.

Throughout the life of the project, the record shows that Bank staff have sought to identify
problems as they arose and have taken many extraordinary measures to resolve them. There were
regular supervision missions conducted by qualified Bank staff and consultants. These include
serving as mediator between agencies and groups, suspending disbursements because of
inadequate provision of counterpart funds, approving $100 million in suppleriientai funds for the
loan, and temporarily raising the disbursement rate from 28% to 100% during most of 1992. The
Bank has maintained close contact with representatives of the affected population during project
supervision, and many of its actions were taken out of concern for the population and were
supported by their representatives. In fact, the NGO that presented the Request has mformed Bank
staff that its main motivation is to maintain the Bank’s involvement in the Project. While the
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cunent situation is far from ideal, the shortcomings to which the Request points do not arise fim
the Bank's failures to follow its policies.
"he Government of Brazil has indicated its Commitment to meet the project objectives,
and, in November 1996, requested a fourth extension of the project through the end of 1997.
Since fiirids under the loan for imgation infrastnicture are now exhausted, the purpose of the
extension was to permit the disbursement of less than US$6 million, primarily for training directed
at suppo:rtingthe establishment of water user associations VAS
to
)operate and mauitain the
completed imgation systems. The Bank and the Borrower have agreed on a set of benchmarks for
1997 that include major advances in the completion of civil works, completion of rmsed
engineering designs where necessary, land titling, and formation of WAS. in addition, the
Government established an Interministerial Committee in January 1997 with the ~ b j e c t of
r~
reviewing the program and making recommendations for accelerating its completton Tbe
recommcmdations are expected in the near future. in the meanwhile, the Government has requested
that the Bank continue supervision of the project through December 1999, two y w s after the
present loan closing date. In the judgment of Bank staff, given the government's contrnucù
commitment to the overall Itaparica Program in general and the Bank-financedprojcct in particular
and the provision of additional financing amounting to about US$l O0 million, sausfactoq
solutions can be found for the remaining mrai families by mid-1999.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Background

The Itaparica Resettlement and Imgation Project was approved in 1987 for a loan amount
of US$132 niillion equivalent. A supplemental mount of US$l O0 million equivalent was
approved in 1990. Of the aggregate loan of U s 2 3 2 million equivalent, $226.143 million, or
97.5%, had been disbursed as of March 12, 1997, the registration date of the Request.' The main
objective of the project is stated as follows:
1,

The project aims at the resettlement of some 2,800 urban and 5,300 ruralfamilies
(including the Tuxá Amerindian communities) displaced by the Itaparica reservoir on the
São Francisco River. In particular, the project seeks to restore, and if possible, improve
the incomes ana' living standards of the involuntarily resettled rural population.
-.
7
The resett!mext project is linked to the Itaparica dam whch began construction in i 979
and which went into operation in 1988. The dam was financed and built by the Brazilian Electrical
Power Sector Holding Company, ELETROBRAS Mrithout World Bank involvement in the design
and construction phases. During 1986, the Government of Brazil (GOB) requested financing to
support the rehabilitation and financial restructuring of the power sector in Brazil. Preparation of
this loan revealed a need to strengthen the sector's capacity to iden* and mitigate potential
environmental problems. Among the specific needs identified was the need for a comprehensive
resettlement pian for the people affected by the then nearly complete Itaparica dam.2

in Jurie 1986, the Bank approved a US$500 million loan to the Government of Brazil
(GOB) (Loan No. 2720-BR). Although this loan did not contribute to the ñnancing of the
Itaparica dam3, the Bank and the Borrower agreed that greater attention should be paid to the
resettlement needs of the population affected by the Itaparica Dam. Accordingly, a clause in the
Povíer Sector Project Agreement (Sec.2.03) stipulates that
3.

(a) . . . ELETROBRAS shall prepare andjitmish to the Bank an action plan, satisfactory
to the Bank (the Itapanca Resettlement Plan) containing specific measures to resettle the
human communities to be afected by the Itapanca Hydroelectric Project; (6)
ELETROBRAS shall cause CHESF to carry out the Itapanca Resettlement Plan . . . in a
manner SahSf¿CtO?yto the Bank. . . <'

Subsequently, ELETROBRAS requested separate Bank financmg for the Itapanca
Resettlement F'lan Under the Itapanca Loan Agreement, the Borrower, ELETROBRAS, onlent

4
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The ori@nal loan amount of US$132 million equivalent was increased in 1990 by US$lOO million
equivalent, to cover cosí overruns under an amending agreement. From the legal and operational
standpoints, the origmal and supplemental loans constitute one single loan. There is one
amortization schedule with hvo uanches; the project financed by the two uanches is the same.

There is a single dosing date.

ELETR0BU.S and CIiESF adopted a comprehensive Program to meet the needs of all 8,100 families
affectedby the Dam. The Project appraised by the Bank aiid described in the Loan Agreement is
narrower in scope as explained below. This paper will maintain a disunction between the
comprehensive Progrum and the Bank-financed Project which is narrower in scope.

other sector loans, this loan did not disburse against specfic expenditures but rather against
general imports. No equipment, works or servicesdirectly used in the construction of Itaparica was
procxred with the proceeds of this loan.

'4s in
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the prmreds of the Loan to its subsidiary, CHESF, the regional power authority, which
implemented the project. It was further agreed that

whenever there is reasonable cause to believe that the finds available to CHESF will be
inadequate to meet the estimated expenditures requiredfor carryrng out the Project, [the
.Borrower will]make arrangementspromptly to provide or cause CHESF to be provided
with suchfinds as are needed to meet such expenditures.
.5.
‘TheItaparica dam affected altogether about 8,l O0 families, or about 40,000 people. Of
these, about 2,800 families were resettled in urban areas that were rebuilt under the Program. The
remaininig 5,300 families were resettled in about 110 agrovilas, or rural villages, built close to
agricultural subprojects with imgation facilities. An additional 500 firming Eamilies requested
relocation to an urban area but wished to continue farming, creating a total demand for 5,800
irrigated plots. The irrigation works were built under two different financial arrangements: five
irrigation subprojects encompassing some 4,500 imgated plots were c o h c e d by the Bank and
ELETROBRAS; and about 1,300 more imgated plots were designed and developed without Bank
íiMIlC*,.

6.
‘Theoverall Itaparica Resettlement Program designed by CHESF with assistance from the
World Bank is broader in scope than the Itaparica Resettlement Project financed by the Bank. The
Bank-finmced Project consists of three components, namely,

!(a)

7.

Rural Resettlement, consisting of (1) five major imgation subprojects consisting
of some 4,500 plots4; (2) agricultural production and social support; (3) rural
housing (5,300 houses); (4)water supply; (5) a road system; (6) a primary power
supply system to serve the agricultural and domestic requirements; and (7)
education, health and social services;

I@)

Urban Resettlement, consisting of relocation of four towns includmg (1)
construction of urban uifrastnicture; (2) provision of serviced residential plots,
building materials and construction of new housing; (3) public builriuigs for
health, education, post offices and telecommunications, police services, cemeteries,
etc.; (4)provision of serviced plots for commercial use; (5) provision of
community infrastnicture such as replacement churches, public squares, etc. (6) a
road system; (7)an electric power system for urban settlements; and (8) water
supply and sewerage;

i(c)

Fisheries Research.

IDuring preparation, CHEW presented detailed plans accommodating the 1,300 Edmlies

’

mentioned above. The Bank did not agree to finance these subprojects because, in most cases,
4
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The 4,500 plots were accommodated in two “Lakeside Subprojects” - Borda de Lago, Bahia; Borda de
Lago, Penambuco ;and three ”Special Projects” BnBda; Caraibas, and Pedra Branca (see
Anriexes A and B).

-

--

-

Those riot financed by the Bank include the Apolônio Sales, W g a de Baixo, Brejinho, Jeremoab,
Renmw, Canafistuia, itacuruba, lnajá ( T w i j , Jusante, Rodel= (Tuxá),btirama CrWCa), and
Exra do Tarrachil subprojects (see Annex B). In most cases, Lbese subprojects involved technical
app:roachesthat Bank expens regarded as experimental and untried. For example, the Itacuruba
subixcject was an integrated hog-fishduck production scheme that was techndogxally quite
challenging and seemed more complex and excessively needful of management attention. The
Borrower exercised its right not to accept the Bank’s advice in t.!ese cases. These subprojects were
desieed for a total of some 1,268 families, leaving a total of some 4,541 families in subprojects
2

they did not meet feasibiiity critena, either because of soil conditions in the sites identified or
because of the untried nature of the technology involved. These 1,300 families include the T&
indigenous group which was not included in the Bank-financed package for another reason: GOB
policies at the time would not allow the Bank to provide direct financing for indigenous groups.
The Borrower decided to implement these subprojects using its own funds. The relevant policy in
effect at the time (OMS 2.34 of F e b r u q 1982) stipulates that the Bank will assist projects “oniy
when satisfied that the Borrower or relevant government agency supports and can implement
measures that wiil effectively safeguard the integrity and well-being of tribal people” (para 5 ) .
Therefore the Bank included language in the SAR and Project Agreement, under which CHESF
agreed to formulate and implement a special plan to assist the T ~ x á . ~
8.
The itaparica Resettlement Project was the Bank’s first stand-alone resettlement project.
Launching the hydropower dam was a high priority since rapid urban and industnal growth in the
Northeastem region had created high demand for electricity with resulting power rationing and
consequent economic losses estimated at U S 2 billion in i987 alone. The hgh pnonty placed by
e!t Bcncwe:r on flooding the reservoir su that power generation could begin created a tradeoff in
the resettlement project between high quality planning and speed of execution. In the final
analysis, the Bank decided it could better help provide assistance to the resettler population if it
became a pa.rber along with ELETROBRAS and the GOB. The project as a whole was
conceived as a rural development project designed not only to restore the livelihood of families
dislocated by the inundation of Itaparica, but to raise the standards of living of a substantial
segment of the resettled population.

9.
Thert: nas a risk in the Bank’s entering at this stage in the resettlement project that was
rccogriized in the Staff Appraisal Report (SAR)as follows:
Resettlement as a result of manmade changes in the environment is always a dipcult
task Risks are Increased due to the hght hmef-ame in which the resettlement must be
carried cut because of IVortheast power shortages, the need for efTecnve cooperanon
among a number of public agencies, ana’ complex social and technical issues involved In
the establishment of newiy Irrigated agriculiural areas.
cofinanced 5y the Bank and ELETROBRAS The Bani cannot legJ!y be held accountable for the
implemeritation of these subprojects.
6

Such planning, under the neme “Indigenous Peoples Development Plan,” would be req~redunder OD
4.20 “IndigenousPeoples” adopted in 1990.
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1O.
Due to the timing of the Bank's entry into the project, it was not possible to plan the
resettlernent simultaneously with the hydropower dam as Bank policy prescribes. This was
acknowledged at the time of appraisal,'but the Bank recognized that the human need was great,
especially in view of the relative lack of resettlement planning done up to that date. Nevertheless,
virtually all the principles found in OMS 2.33 were present in the design of the Itaparica
Resettlement Project including participation in the design and willing consent by the resettlers,
determination of the needs of the resettlers, provision of necessary services such as training and
health, tampensation for lost assets, etc.

Participation by Beneficiaries
Shortly after construction began on the Itaparica Dam, a confederation of rural labor
unions in the municipalities to be affëcted was formed under the name Pólo Sindical dos
Trabalhadores Rurais do Submédio São Francisco. This group sought to represent the interests of
the rural population in the region affected by the Dam and Reservoir and it held a number of
meetings with CHESF management and organized demonstrations. The most dramatic of these
occurred in December 1986 when 2,000 potential resettlers occupied the Itaparica construction
site. Alter the World Bank entered the discussion in 1986 Pólo Sindical looked to the Bank as a
sometime ally, sometime mediator in its disagreements with the government. In an agreement
signed on December 6, 1986, ELETROBRAS,CHESF, the Ministry of Mines and Energy and
representatives of Pólo Sindical agreed on a series of parameters concerning resettlement of rural
families, including the following:
1 1.
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defïnxtion of rural producers eligible for resettlement benefits;
determination of the size of the imgated plot from 1.5 to 6 ha per family to be
provided to rural producers, considering their landoming status, amount of land
owned and the family workforce available;
provision of one salary per family equal to at least 2.5 minimum salaries payable by
one of the construction firms through the first harvest.'

12.
Agreement was also reached on the size and type of housing provided in some 110
agricultural hamlets (or agrovilas).
13.
Shortiy after the agreement was reached, contractors began buildmg the agrovilas, each of
which Typically consisted of some 40-60 individual homes of 45-65m2,each with electrical power,
running water, water closet and septic tank. Later, after negotiation with CHESF, each home was
also equipped mith a 500 liter water storage tank. In addition to some 5,322 homes', the
contractors also built 74 schools and 16 health posts. In brief, the new housing for the resettlers
was ready very quickly and the population was successfully relocated as the reservoir began to be
flooded in March 1988. In the original project design, tie productive infrastructure w2s expected
to be completed by the end of 1988. It was recognized that there would be a hiatus between
relocation of the rural families and completion of the irrigatiun works, the reason for which the
equivalent to 2.5
CHESFíPÓlo Sindical agreement included a maintenance payment
minimum salaries per month. However, there were major dzlays in completion of the productive
infrastructure in the five major reseidement areas, each linked to one imgation subproject
?

8

This compensation wou!d later be transformed into an entitlement, payable by CHESF, with no work
requirement at the insistence of the Pólo Sindical and the basis for calculating the size of the benefit
would change several times over the life of the project.

The nimber of homes in agrovilas for rural dwellers is snialler than the nurnkr of agncuitural lots
betause some of the farm families settied in urban areas.
4

mentioned above, with the result that a substantial segment of the resettied population has not had
access to cultivable land and has been obliged to subsist on the VMT for as much as eight years
after the move.
14.
With hindsight, it is possible to discern that some of the problems arose from the terms of
the agreement with the affected rural dwellers, t e m that some observers regard as excessively
costly. Even using the initial cost estimate for the project, the cost per relocated fämily was
unusually high for projects of this sort (nearly US$60,000). The high cost of the project
exacerbated the shortage of counterpart funding that was to plague the project throughout its life.
It is possible: that in a different political environment, without the time pressure, a solution could
have been found that would have been technologically simpler, lower in cost and more satisfactory
to the displaced population.
Current Situation of the Resettled Families
15.
The resettlement of 2,800 urban families was carried out smoothly and without major
difficulties. The housing and associated uifrastructure constructed by CHESF are of
considerably higher quality than the urban settlements they replaced and the quality of life of the
resettled families seems to have improved significantly. Economic and social life in these
settlements has been fully restored to pre-relocation levels by any reasonable measure.

16.
The jpicture in the rural settlements (agrovilas) built to accommodate some 5,300
agricultural families is mixed. While good quality housing and uifrastnicture are in place, the
productive infhstructure needed to allow the families to restore their agricultural production is not
complete in n m y communities At present, about 2,239 families have plots with working
imgation systems.
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11. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION AND BANK SUPERVISION
Implementation Problems
17.

Throughout implementation, the project has been affected by three main sources of

difficulties: financial, technical and socidinstitutional. On the financial side, considered to be the
major element hindering project implementation, the project has suffered from insufficient timely
allocation of counterpart funding by the Borrower and from cost overruns. On the technical side,
there hive been difficulties related to the technical design of some of the irrigation perimeters, and
unforeseen engineering problems with the main conveyance systems of water to the imgation sites.
There have also been social and institutional problems. While the rural families were resettled on
the best available patches of land in the vicinity of the reservoir, the entire area is within the
drought polygon of Northeastern Brazil w i h n which ramfed agriculture has always been
extremely risky. Except where these sites were close to the reservoir or river, until the imgation
s33%lizc were conpleted, there was e general lack of employment, especially in the three western
subprojects (Caraíbas, Pedra Branca and Brigida, See Map, Annex A). There were additional
problem with adjustment to the new location, problems with the delivery of social services,
transport, etc.
18.
The Itaparica Resettlement Project was implemented during a tumultuous penod of
Brazil's recent economic and political histoq. While planning and construction of the dam took
place rnainly during the period of military rule, the resettlement Program was planned and
implemented after the restoration of democratic presidential elections. In the pend following
military government, there was a substantial resurgence of popular movements and greatly raised
expectations. Public officials felt that demands from parties affected by public works had to be
given greater weight in decision-making.. There was great public sympathy for the plight of the
families who would be resettled, but after the crisis passed, and the floodgates of the Itapanca dam
were c'losd,the poliúcal pressure favoring the resettlement Program decreased considerabl!. and
other rancem took precedence.
Financial Problems

19.
The macroeconomic situation was also unstable. During the late 80s and early 90s, Brazil
underwent some of the highest levels of infiation in its history. In addition, the budget allocation
process was in turmoil. Budgets were drawn up and approved early in the fiscal year, but funds
were actually only released for capital projects late in the year, once as late as Nosember. The
Itaparica Resettlement Project competed for funds with the Xingo Hydropower project, another
high ~ i ~ i o rpower
iv
project on the São Francisco River, downstream from Itaparica. in addition to
competition from Xingó, foreign debt service and other obligations, ELETROBRAS experienced
fluctuations in its income from its subsidiaq power companies whch, on several occasionstfailed
to make remittances to their parent company. As a consequence, ELETROBRAS was chronically
delayed in its fùndmg of the project (Table 1) a situation that eventually led to a temporsuspension of disbursements on the project.

Table 1
'

LTotal

Itaparica: Annual
Disbursement Totals

1994
1995
1996
1997

14,4733 17.43
(1-281.848 13

13,789.083.86
1,275,221.98
226,142,546.91

20.
Project costs have been much higher than anticipated at appraisal. The increases have
been due to various factors. Total project costs were estimated at appraisal at US304 miUion.
By June 1989, the estimated cost had nsen to an estimated US$614 million. As of April 1997, the
total estimated cost of the Itaparica Resettlement Project had risen to about US774 million. The
factors contributing to this cost increase are complex and it is difficult to weigh the importance of
each. The first factor contributing to the cost overrun seems to be an error that occurred at
appraisal when the cruzado/uS$ exchange rate (Brazilian cruzados into US dollars) was not
updated resulting in the underestimation of the dollar costs. The second major factor was the
shortage of counterpart funds, especially during 1989 and 199 1 which resulted in reduction in the
rate of work .and, in some cases, the demobilization of contractors. Technical factors also led to
cost increases, mainly the need to revise construction designs as more detailed topographical and
soil data became available during project implementati~n.~
Finally, wavering Borrower
commitment and COnflict among different governmental agencies also contributed to costiy delays.

Technical Problems
2 1.
Discussions between CHESF and rural resettlers took place during I 984 and 1985 and
some 12 different sites were discussed in terms of their proximity to the resettlers' homes, transport
and other characteristics. Most of these sites were close to the future reservoir. However, when
the Bank and CHESF began discussions of site selection in 1987, more stringent soil requirements
were set in view of the Bank's feasibility criteria". The Bank brought to the project area a number
of widely respected experts, recmited in Brazil and internationally, in an attempt to find the best
sites to locate the imgation areas. As a result, three of the five major imgation schemes were
located in an upstream area, the largest of which is actually well beyond the reservoir's
westemmost tip (see Map, Annex A), and therefore several hundred km from the on@ riverside
locations. These sites were identified on the basis of soli surveys conducted pnor to project
preparation anid with the assistance of experts from the US Bureau of Reclamation and from the
9

At project sump, there were aenai photos, saîellite images and topographical maps at 1:25,000 scale,
inadequatt: foi the engineering design of the conveyancs canais and irrigated plots. The notes to the
Table in Amex B also provide some indications of how the cost of the project escalated during

implemenntion.
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Extension Service of Israel." They required substantial lifting of water and water transport over
long distances. The selection of sprinkler technology with its requirement of pressurized pipes,
also raised the cost and complexity of implementation.
During project implementation, as sampling gaps were filled in, some of the planned
22.
imgaticon perimeters required adjusiment, leading to additional delays and higher costs. As work
progressed, engineers developed a new solution for canyrng water to the Caraíbas site, largest of
the western sites, providing imgation plots for some 1,400 families. The fluctuationin project
fínances referred to above also led to partial demobilization or slowdowns by the contractors
carrying out design and construction work in several locations.

SociaUInstitutional Problems

L
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23.
Some of the problems encountered by the Itaparica Resettlement Project have been
institutional in nature. Among these can be cited occasional poor communication between
ELETROBRAS and its subsidiary CHESF, responsible for executing the imgation works. This
situation reached a head in 1990 when ELETROBRAS established a special oversight group that
subjected CHESF's operations to closer physical and financial scrutiny. Another institutional
difficultyarose in the relationship between the Ministry of Finance and ELETROBRAS. Although
the Government of Brazil (GOB)is the guarantor of the Loan and of the performance of
ELETROBRAS. ,during the early years of the project, the Ministry of Finance was extremely
reluctant to release budgetary funds for the implementation of the project to d e up for shortfalls
in EL,ETROBRAS' allocations. CHESF has also had strained relations with FUNAI, the National
indigenous Foundation. In CHESF's view, FUNAl's stance has made reaching a satisfactory plan
for the Tuxá more difficult. Under FUNAI's tutelage, the Tuxá have been suspicious of CHESF's
proposed solutions, demandmg the right to contract their own expert consultants, and rejecting
several proposed solutions. FUNAI itself made a proposal for the Ibotirama Tuxá with a cost out
of proportion to the imgation systems provided for the other resettlers in the system, whch has not
been accepted by CHESF.
24.
There have also been occasional breakdowns in communication between CHESF and Polo
Sinciicai. While Pólo Sindxcal can claim to be the legitimate voice of most of the resettlers, its
leadership shified with some frequency and sometimes resorted to public confrontation when
negotiation might have achieved its goals. CHESF, on its side, has frequently postponed meetings
~ i t the
h Pólo Sindical leadership and has not always disclosed information fully. Finally, there
were problems between CHESF and the Fundação Joaquim Nabuco (FUNDAJ), a research
institution contracted to carry out project monitoring, which often adopted an adversaria1 approach
to CHESF. CHESF, on its side, suspended payments to FUNDAJ for a long period. in nearly all
these instances, the Bank has taken on the role of m d a t o r between institutions, a role it has
carried out with mixed success.

10

Some of the seas initially se!ected by CHESF for resettlement had soils which were iriadequate to
supprt irrigated agriculture. In fact, must of area rrìediately mmnd the reservoir - which would
b v e been the first choice on the cntenon of proximity - is made up of poor, shdlow, mainly sandy
soils. unsuitable for imgation.

While areas Unth imgable soils were identified from existing survey data and spot checks, the actual
dimensions of these areas h d to be raised with more sampling as project implementation
proceeded.

8

Bank Supervision
25.
appraisal in 1987 thro.ugh 1990, the
manager for the project was resident in
Recife, where meetings, site visits and discussions with CHESF took place on a weekiy or even
daily basis. From 1990 onward, the project was supervised fiom headquarters. From August 1996
to date, a member of the Bank’sBrazil water team has been stationed in Brasilia allowing frequent
opportunities for contact with CHESF and CODEVASF, the agency responsible for overseeing
operation and maintenance of the imgation schemes as well as training of the farmers. Throughout
the period of implementationthere was a normal number of supervision missions in addition to the
fiequent informal contacts between the task manager, CHESF and ELETROBRAS. Official
correspondence with the Borrower during the entire period shows that the Bank took a very strong
position on the delays in implementation and the lack of counterpart funds. Although the Brazilian
portfolio was experiencing problems across the board, the Bank frequently stressed the human
factor in the
situation.12

Exceptional Actions Taken by Bank during Itaparica Project
Supplemental loan of US$lOO million in
Suspension of Disbursements in 1990
Raised financing percentage to 100% of Works for 12 months in 1992/93
Closing Date of Loan Extended 4 Times

27.
The
of a cost-overrunis unusual but was agreed to in view of the fact that errors
had been m i e in the use of exchange rates and in view of the extreme need of the resettled
An independent report filed on October 3, 1989 concluded that,
a redesign of the project IS neither feasible nor desirable, since almost all worùs are
under construction or have been bid, and a redesign ar this stage would not only likely

12

13

For example, in November 1988. the Portfolio Manager of the managing division wote to the
Borrower stating, . . the problem of preserving an adequate level of resettier satisfaction during
the transiition period has been discussed at length in the past. . . . we are aware that the primary
social problem lies in the lack of useN work to do. In December 1943, the Division Chef wrote to
the President of ELETROBRAS,stating, “We were sony to find that no progress u% made with
respect to the solution of current problems and more significantly finding a permanent solution to the
delivery of health and education
to the resettled population.”

It shouid be noted that the approval of the supplemental loan by the Eank complied with its policy on
the financing of cost overruns
Policy Note 3.12 of February 8, 1984) because the
Government was unable to finance the additional costs, the project rsuid not be reduced in scope,
and it was still econsmically viable.

9
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raise costs, butfurther delay completion of the project and increase the hardshipsof
rural families.
28.
Later in 1990, when counterpart funding had slowed to a trickle the Bank issued several
warnings to the Borrower after which it exercised its legal remedy under the Loan Agreement by
suspending disbursementsas of October 5, 1990. After discussions with the Borrower and
presentation of a t h g plan, disbursements were resumed on January 3, i 99 Project
implementation improved marginally but many of the technical, financial and general
macroeconomic problems referred to above persisted. In March 1992, in view of ELETROBRAS’
difficulties in providing counterpart funds,the Bank agreed to increase its financing of civil works
from 28% to 100% which was done through January 1993. As a result, 1992 was the year of
greatest amount of disbursement over the life of the project (Table i). This made significant
advances in project works possible so that in 1993, the first irrigation schemes (Borda de Lago
Bahia a d Borda de Lago Pernambuco with a total of 790 plots) became operational.
Subsequently, in February 1994 the irrigation schemes in Brigida (43 1 plots), and Pedra Branca
(709 plots) also became operational. Finally, at the request of the Borrower and with the support
of Pólo Sindical, the closing date of the loan has been extended four times. The most recent
extension was granted for one year (through December 3 1, 1997) even though more than 97% of
the loan has been disbursed. This is unusual, but the request largely reflects the concerns of the
affected population who have stated several times in meetings that the Bank’s participation is
highly positive from their

29.
in summary, Bank supervision of the Itapanca Project was intense throughout the life of
the project. There have been innumerable missions, informal and formal discussions with CHESF
and ELETROBRAS management, and special measures taken aimed at assisting the Borrower to
complete the project as adequately and quickly as possibie. Since the inception of its involvement,
the Bank’s uppermost concern was for the welfare of the resetilers who were obliged to move
because of the inundation of the itaparica Reservoir. it is possible that had the Bank been involved
in the financing of the hydropower project, timely application of the resettlement policy then in
place (OMS 2.33, 1980) would have led to better planning. However, successive reviews of the
project by different parties” have concluded that there were no significant lapses in the Bank’s
supervision and oversight of the project under its guidelines and procedures as summarized.

14

Given the strong support by Pólo Sindical for the Bank’s role in the project, the Request by Pólo
Sindical to the Inspection Panel might seem paradoxid. In fact it is consistent with the goal of
attempting to induce the Borrower to request continued Bank involvement

15

Perhaps the most cornprehensive of these was ‘‘Itaparica Resettlement Review” by Syed S.

October 1989.

10
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IiI. MANAGEMENT RESPONSES TO INSPECTION REQUEST

30.
Fist, it is important to recognize that Bank Management is fully aware of the issues
raised in the Request to the Inspection Panel and of the
that led to its hawig been
filed. The Bank entered the project with the intention of assisting the Brazilian authorities in to
develop and implement a sound resettlement plan thereby mitigating poîentiai hardship, Bank
staff and managem& have met on many occasions with representatives of the affected population
and have visited the resettlement sites and understand the mistration and disappomtment of the
farmers who are living on the VMT and unable to return to a fully productive life The Bank’s
goals have been and
are to achieve the original goals of the project of helping to m o r e the
affected population to full productivity. It is in this spirit that management responds to the
Request.

The following section reviews the principal issues raised by the Request and prcscnts a
3
response by Bank Management.
Complaint: Irrigation Works are Incomplete

32.
The: statement is factually correct, in that many resettied farm families still do not have
operating irrigation systems at their disposal. However, the rnformation in the Requm IS not fully
whtch has
accurate. First, it should be pointed out that the Request omits mention of the
been paid faithfully since the inception of the resettlement and mitigates serious mataiiil hardsiup
to the resettiers (see below for a detailed dscussion).
33.
Widh regard to construction itself, Table 2 shows the current (March 1997) daza on
operating irrigation systems and those under construction. Part of the dscrepanq
the
Request and
data lies in the use of the term “design phase.” In somc subprojects,
construmon and equipment acquisition is well advanced, but work had to be suspcndd vrhen
unexpected soil problems were encountered requiring supplemental pedological snrdies These
studies are time consuming and a source of mistration to all concerned, but failure to
thcm
out could result in waste of resources and even greater fiustration in the future. A second
discrepancy arises from the fact that Bank financing covered only 5 imgation subprojects (see
paragraph 6(a), footnote 4 and Annex B).I6 The remaining subprojects mentioned u1 thc report and
in Annex B, Icovering some 1,300 famhes, were not included in the project
they did not
meet the Bank’s feasibility criteria. Given the Bank’s late entry into the project, n was not possible
to demand that ail resettlement subprojects meet the basic feasibility criteria laid
the
Bank’s experts.

16

Considenng all subprojects, including those not financed the Bank,the s m u x q
down as
follows In Operation 3 9%. Under Construction 4 %, Design Phase 20% Contnbuting to this
situation IS the fact t h t some of the schemes financed without Bank support have failed for techntca!
reasons and entirely new schemes had to be designed (see Annex B) Another contnbuung faaor are
the dúiïailties in negotiaúons
FUNAI and CHESF which delayed impiernenting a solution
for the Ti& Indrgenous Group
11
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Table 2: Status of Irrigation Works

Status of
irrigation work1’

Pólo Sindical
(Request)

Bank-Financed
Subprojects

CHESF and the Bank continue to fínance the construction of three important subprojects
34.
(in Borda de Lago,Pernambuco and Caraíbas). Borda de Lago Pernambuco subproject is
schetíuled for June 1997, and about 40% of the Caraibas subproject is scheduled to begin operation
before the end of 1997. All Bank-financed subprojects will be complete by the end of 1998
although Bank financing will only be available through December 3 i, 1997. In addition, CHESF
contmues to h c e studies with the objective of defïning solutions for the implementation of the
remaining subprojects (see Annex B).
Complaint: Bank Resettlement Guidelines were not Followed

L

As indicated above, Bank policy in place at the time of appraisal, and those adopted in
1990 have been followed in all major aspects, except for the timely preparation of the resettlement
plari together with the underlying dam constmction that caused the resettlement.
35.

Complaint: The Tuxá Indigenous Community was Resettled but is Unable to Resume
Production Because the Irrigation System is Still Under Design.
36.
?he Tuxá Amerindian population consisted of about 2 I1 families in 1987, living in the
Ciry of Rodelas and cultivating land with ditch irrigation on Viuva Island in the São Francisco
River that was inundated by the reservoir. As mentioned above, the GOB did not allow Bank
financing for the Tuxá imgation schemes. However, there are several clauses in the Loan and
Project agreements stipulating specific actions aimed at providing support for this population. The
SAR states that “Resettlement of the Tuxá Amerindian community would be treated as a separate
operation.” Although the Bank did not finance the Tuxá resettlement plan, the Bank closely
supervised the development of plans to deal with this group and there were frequent meetings
beween the Bank, CHESF and FUNAI, with the Bank frequently playing mediator bemeen the

‘Thisdata refers :o the proportion of lots with fully operational irrigation systems out of a total of 5,809
imgated lots of which 453 1 lots received financing from the Bank. “Fully operational” refers to lots
with irrigauon infrasuucturc installed and tested.
18

Construction has resumed on the large Caraibas wbproject with 1406 lots; full operation is scheduled
for 1998. In Barreiras. Bloco 2, designed for 600 families already relocated in the area, sigmfkant
progress has already been made in the implementatbn of the imgauon infrmcnire inclubng the
reservoir, pipeline. water intake and power sub-station all of which are concluded; all the necessary
hydro-mechamcal equipmenr has been purchased and delivered to CHESF. However, the
inpiementation of the on-farm system was suspended because unexpected soil probl-a s were
encountered. Soil experts were brought in to help refomdate the design of the on-farm systen to
accommodate permanent crops. Construction is scheduled to resume shortly and conclusion of the
works is expected by the eíìd of 1998.

19

“ne detailed engineering design for these works is undergoing adjustments and the works will be put up
for bids during 1C9?.

L
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other two agencies. More than half the correspondence betweenthe Bank and the Borrower raises
this issue and it is mentioned in virtually every supervision and back-to-office report.
37.
Under Braziiian law, the Tuxá are under the Iegd tuteiage of the National Indian
Foundation (FUNAI) and cannot act independently without FUNAI’s consent. Because of its
special legal status, the Tuxá were the object of a special resettlement plan that was prepared with
the particip;ation of the community and under the supervision of FUNAI. Two operaagreements were signed between CHESF and FUNAI in 1986 and 1987 laying out the
fundamentals of what amounts to an Indigenous Peoples Development Planzoincluding housing,
infrastructure, production systems, and social support. Housing and community infrastnicîure
have been ñdly implemented, but productive infrastructure has still not been completed. The Tuxá
were included in the support payments made by CHESF to rural resettlers while they awaited
restoration of productive infrastructure. The main reason for the delay is the inability of CHESF
and FUNAI to reach agreement on the location and specifications of imgation systems for the
Tuxá
38.
About the time of these operating agreements, the Tuxá community split: one faction was
resettled in it separate subdtvision of the rebuilt city of Nova Rodelas, while another faction of
some 1O0 families requested and was granted resettlement in the Municipality of ibotirama, some
800 km upstream on the São Francisco River. In Ibotirama, CHESF secured an area of 2,082 ha
for the Tuxá, and constructed housing for all the resettled families, completed in 1986 in ibotirama
and i 987 in Rodelas. It also installed a ditch imgation system (comparable to the system
previously ir1 use on the Viúva Island) covering 1O0 ha. An additionai area of 100 ha is under
construction that will utilize sprinklers. The total imgated area planned by CHESF would reach a
total of 380 ;ha includmg the areas already installed and under construction. In May 1996, FUNAi
presented a proposal to CHESF entitled “Tuxá Land Management” requiring investments totaiing
about US $37.5 million, or about $272,000 per family includmg the new families formed since the
Tuxá moved to i’botirama. in September 1996, considering that the proposal presented by FUNAi
was unreasonably costly in light of the average cost of the resettlement to date, CHESF made a
counter-proposal of a subproject costing about US$7 million, and is awaiting a response from
FUNAI. in lhe meantime, the Tuxá families in Ibotirama are receiving the VMT in addition to the
income they (derivefrom the land they have under irrigation.

39.
In ”ova Rodelas, the Tuxá were re-settled in a separate section of the town and a parcel of
land of some 4,000 ha about 15 lan away from the town was selected by the community and
acquired. However, there w a s a protracted dispute between FUN& and CHESF concerning the
soil quality of the land selected. A new parcel of the same size has now been identified less than
lkm from the town, with an estimated 690 ha of imgable land. The parcel would be acquired by
CHESF after an expropriation decree is obtained by FUNAI. CHESF has proposed to install a
spnnkler imgation system covering some 380 ha at this site. D u M g the first semester of 1997, a
plm. entitled “‘TuxáLand Management - Rodelas’’ wiil be drawn up and presented to CHESF for
financing. in the neanwhle, the Tuxá families in Rodelas are receiving the VMT in addition to the
income they derive from rainfed agriculture.
40.
Unfortunately, the resettlement md rehabilitation of the Tuxá has been hampered by
institutional diificulties and distrust on the part of the indigenous population. The Bank is
continuing to make efforts to reach a satisfactory conclusion. in the meantime, the Tuxá
population, while unable to’resume imgated farming, is not undergoing finansia1 hardship.
20

An Indigenous Peopks Development Plan was not required in OMS 2.34 in eEect at the time of project

appraisal
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Complaint: Irrigation Systems in Operation Suffer From Serious Operational and
Maintenance Problems:
4 1.

The Request does not specify the extent or nature of the alleged operational problems.

This issue has not been raised at any of the numerous meetings between Bank Staff and Pólo
Sindirral during supervision missions. As expected in any systems of this size and complexity,

there have been startup problems in several of the operating irrigation perimeters includmg
equipment maifunctians, leaks, etc. in general, such problems have been detected and corrected
during the testing phase before being handed over by the contractors. The Bank has closely
supervised the procurement of goods and services and has evidence that the equipment procured
and iinsblled is of the highest quality available in the world. Spot checks by Bank staff and other
expeits have not revealed any systematic pattern of defects or serious operational problems ansing
out of the design, equipment quality or installation of the imgation systems.
42.
The most serious operational problems of which the Bank and CHESF are aware are (a)
occasional vandalism resulting in damage to imgation equipment, ana (b) reluctance on the part of
the fimers to assume responsibility for the operation and maintenance. The Request alleges that
the iinigation systems in operation are running at low levels of efficiency and consume excessive
amounts of energy, although the benchmark levels mentioned in the statement do not correspond to
known intemational standards.

L

43.
There is, however, virtually universal recogrution that a well organized Water User
Association (WUA) is the most effective and lowestast way of managing demand and allocating
water resources. Some of the problems referred to in the Request could be resolved by better
management of the installed systems. For example, the systems have been designed to operate “on
demand” requiring continuous operation of pumps and high energy cost. A properly organized
Water Users Association could agree on timing of system use to minimize energy costs and
incrmse efficiency. CHESF, CODEVASF and the Bank have placed a great deal of emphasis on
assumption of Operation and Maintenance (O&M) of the operating systems by WUAs. Although
Pólo Sindical has agreed in principle to encourage WAS,not a smgle N’UA has yet assumed
responsibility for O&M.
Complaint: A Significant Portion of the Affected Families are in Worse Social and Economic
Condition than Before the Construction of the Itaparica Dam.

Until the productive capacity of the displaced rural families is fully restored, the project
44.
will not have fulfilled its goals. A situation in which families without employment are living on the
WiT is inherently undesirable. Nevertheless, the following considerations are also relevant to the
assessment of the change in social and economic conditions since resettlement took place.
Families that lost assets in excess of the value of the replacement housing and land
were compensated in cash for their loss; also families preferring not to move to
agrovilas and imgated plots were fully compensated in cash;

L

*

The 3,486 landless farriiing families (60% of total) living m the area gained access to
a new house of 45m2 with running water and electrícil;, and an imgated plot of at
least 1S hectares, assets that most of them probably could not have imagined owning
without this project. Baseline data collected before resettlement indicate that the
mean constructed area of rural dwellings uas 5V m2of taipa (wattle and daub).
Those families that had homes larger ttm 45 m’ were compensated in cash for the
difiFerence in area although the pality of the new houses was sripenor;
14
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Social services including schools, health posts, and school buses, are available to the
resettled mrai families;
A maintenance payment ongmally equal to about 2.5 times the prevaiiing official
minimum sala$* has been paid by CHESF to all 5,800 farming families a f f e c t e d by
the resettlement since the inception of the resettlement. Baseline data collected before
the project began showed that 55% of the affected rural families had incomes below
one minimum salary, and 39.5% between one and two minimum salanes per month,
while only 5.5% had incomes higher than 2 minimum salaries. Therefore, the VMT
paid by CHESF since 1988 is higher than the baseline income of 94.5% of the
population. Agricultural incomes fluctuated widely during the year, while the VMT
was paid reliably throughout the year;
Many resettlers have been able to restore their income based on aitemative activities
includmg livestock raising, ramfed agriculture, wage labor, and mcroenterpnse
activities. The Joaquim Nabuco Foundation coliected data showing that the
percentage of resettled rural families with incomes greater than the VMT increased
from 5 1% in 1989 to 66% in 1994.22It should be recognized, however, that families
resettled in the western areas,farther from urban centers, have probably had fewer
opportunities for alternative employment and business oppomirilties

45.
In silunma~).,while the VMT is a palliative, it is adequate to maintam a level of I i w i g
significantly higher than previous levels in a large majority of cases.

Complaint: Delays in Completing Productive Infrastructure led to an Increase in Violence,
Alcoholism and Family Breakdown

46.
There have been many expressions of fiustration by the resettled population over the lack
of work oppcsrtunities. Management is also aware of accounts of increased incidence of violence,
alcoholism and family breakdown in the agrovilas. While not discounting the possibility that
these increasing, such occurrences also occur in many populations in this region including those
unaffected b y Itapanca. In the absence of baseline data, it is impossible to deterttune what the
e f f i of lack: of productive infrastructure UTISon the incidence of violence, alcohol abuse or family
breakdown.
Complaint: Erosion and Saiinization of Soils is Occurring in Irrigation Perimeters Financed
by the Project.
47
The Bank,CHESF and CODEVASF are not aware of any signxficant degree of erosion or
salinization in any imgated area supported under the Itapanca Project The alieged saîuiizmon 111
the Apolônio Sales subproject, a pnvate colonization cum imgauon scheme which i s not part of
the projects f i c e d by the Bank,IS deiiied by CHESF technical personnel The reference d e
to saluuzation 111 the Senador Nilo Coelho Project is irrelevant because it is not part of the Itapanca
project or located JIIthe same regon Under the soil and climate conditions prevailing 111 the
regon, a nsk of salinization ewsts if proper soil and water managemeni procedures are not
followed Aware of these nsks, the Bank has stressed the need for adqiate training of farmers m
proper soil arid water management through the programs that have been supported through
21
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The cunent VMT is RS23 Ihonth. The national minimum wage is RSI 12ímonth.

Part of the increase may be an a r t a c t of a slightly lower value of the VMT in 1994 (2.2 minimiim
salaries vs. 2.5 in 1991).
i5
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CODEYASF, technical assistance consultants, and, more recently strengthened with the CHESFIICA partnership to minimize these risks. This question further stresses the importance of strong
WUAs to socializethe farmers for good environmental management.
CHESF reports indicate that there are some plots not yet turned over to their occupants
that may have suffered erosion. Some four plots in Borda de Lago, Pemambuco, seem to have
unáergone an erosive process because the vegetative cover was removed prematurely. Other plots
are cut by naturally occurrhg gullies and CHESF has taken steps to arrest this erosion and prevent
its becoming an obstacle to production.
48.

Complaint: Poor Materiais Led to Deterioration of Housing and Infrastructure in the
Agrovilas.
49.
The Request does not indicate the extent or nature of the alleged deterioration, but such
deterioration, if it exists, is exceptional and localized. Construction and quality of infrastructure
were monitored by Bank supervision and problems detected were correctxi. In one area, some 600
houses were affected by cracking of walls and slab floors due to expansible soilsthat were not
detected prior to construction. These defects were corrected and, in some cases, houses or entire
villagirs were completely rebuilt. There have also been isolated, temporary breakdowns in water
supply to some of the villages, mainly those not yet served by irrigation water. These problems,
some caused by water theft and vandalism, have also been corrected as they arise. These problems
were not caused by the use of poor materials.

L

Complaint: Misuse of Resources or Diversion of Allocation to Other Works
50.
The complaint does not make specific allegations or document this claim. CHESF
offici;& recall that at one point, CHESF proposed that some stocks of material originally acquired
for another imgation system, be used for the Apolônio Sales Subproject and returned at a later
date. However, because of the protests from Pó10 Sindical, the proposed exchange was not made
and no material was diverted to other purposes. The Bank is unaware of any other specific
allegzttions of diversion of materiel.

Comlplaint: Project was not Adequately Supervised by the Bank
5 1.
As documented above, the Bank supervised this project continuously and closely
throughout its life. Starting on April 29, 1988, there were 2 1 formal supervision missions in which
fiom one to four Bank staff or expert consultants participatedu (see Annex C). From 1987
onward, an average of 19 @-weeks per year was spent on the project. In addition, there were
innumerable informal visits and contacts made in person, by telephone, fax and letter between
Bank staff in Recife, Brasilia and at Headquarters and CHESF and ELETROBMS. The project
file documents extensive correspondence with the Borrower and CHESF concerning all of the key
issues mentioned in the Request.

7
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Th,eRequest itself recognizes the Bank’s careful supenision of the project and its attention to the
concerns of the affected population. “Pólo Sindical leaders from different periods recall that an
average of at least three meetings per year were held with World Bank representatives in Prtrolh&a
and in other affected areas on problems re!ated to resettiemerit and imgation systems.” (p 8 of
translzted version). It also states that, “ . . . the World Bank. despite the availability of many of its
managers and experts, was unable to make CHESF impleixnt its resettlement guidelines . , . ip. 9
‘I

of translated version).

16

Conclusion
52.
The Bank has complied with ail relevant policies in the design and implementation of the
Itaparica Rmttkrnent Project. It is true that compliance with the Bank’s requests was not always
sufficient, end many unconscionable delays O C C U I T ~due to an accumulation of factors. However,
the history of this project shows that Management and staff made significant efforts to detect and
COK& probllems as they arose and took appropriate and timely action to remedy problems. The
current situation is f’ar from ideal, but the shortcomings to which the Request points d&inot arise
from the Bank’s failure to follow its policies.

17
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5 3.
Both the GOB and the Bank remain committedto accomplishing the
of the
project. The GOB has also assumed responsibility for honoring ail agreements
with the
population. To this end, in December 1996, GOB formed a high level
to propose lines of action to conclude the program. This group was
installed
14, 1997, with representatives of the following Ministries: Mines and Energy
on
(coordinator), Planning and Economic Coordination, Finance, Environment, and Agriculture, as
well as
and
The group’s goal is to reach agreement on ail
issues, and to prepare a
action plan. The group has
made visits to ali the
and the
subprojects and has held discussions with representatives of
Bank. A preliminary report has been issued and discussed internally.

The GOB, largely in response to the urging of Pólo Sindical, has also requested that the
Bank extend the closing date of the Loan through December 1997, an unusual action in view of the
relatively
remaining balance the
Account. in the context of this extension, the Bank
and Government have already agreed on a
set of actions that will be completed by
December 3 1, 1997, as listed below. The ultimate objective is the self sufficient operation of ail
subprojects in the Bank
project through the creation of
that will take over
responsibility for
and organize efficient water use. With regard to the subprojects under
construction, the objective is to complete
as
and efficiently as possible. With
regard to subprojects that have been suspended because of unexpected soil problems encountered,
the objective is to complete the supplemental studies as quickly as possible with the necessary level
of accuracy, and to prepare specificationsand bidding documents for the conclusion of these
subprojects.
54.

55.

The Benchmarks established for December 3 1, 1997 are as
in 1997 (Gloria sub-project);

Creation of at least one

Issuance of 20% of rural land
the end of 1997;

of those subprojects currently in operation by

the reduction of
on those subprojects in production (current proposal
of a progressive reduction of 25% every three months with half of
amount
of each subproject);
going into a fund to support the
Complete issuance of 100% of urban
Conclusion of construction and start of
subproject;

titles;

of the

Mandantes

Completion and commissioning of at least 40% of the Caraibas
Initiation of

in

Caraibas and
21
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(h)

Conclusion of negotiations between CHESF and F"AI for the implementa~onof
the Ibotirama (Tuxá) com muni^;

(i)

Conclusion of negotiations between CHESF and FUNAI for the implementation of
the Rodelas (Tuxá) program; and

(j)

Conclusion of supplementary studies and detailed implementation schedule for the
completion of the Barreira BL2 subproject.

The above-listed actions will be financed primarily out of ELETROBRAS and GOB funds in view
of the small loan balance and the fact that some disbursement categories have already been reduced
to zero.
The GOB and Bank management h v e also initiated discussions concerning the role the
Bank would play in insunng sabsfactory completion of any components of the project left
unfinished after the Loan Closing Date. The Government of Brazil has asked the Bank to extend
fonnai supervision of the project two years beyond the closing date of the Loan Agreement (i.e.
until December 1999). The pomt of departure for any future Bank involvement will be the
Interministerial Action Plan referred to above. The Bank will not assume responsibility for
supervising subprojects outside those appraised in the original project, but will work with the
Brazilian authorities to seek solutions for ail the affected people. Bank Management will seek to
insure that the following principles are adhered to in any solution adopted and intends to use every
possible avenue of influence to secure agreement on them:
56.

L

h4ainiain and improve lines of communication and negotiation with affected
families through their legitimate representatives;
Timely completion of supplementarystucbes, bidding, contracting and construction
of ail remaining works;
Preparation and adherence to timetables for ali actions;
Continuous monitoring of project financial and physical performance;
Timely provision of funds for studies, training and completion of works;
Continued payment of VMT for eligible farmers until production is restored;
Commissioning and operation of completed imgation perimeters;
Timely and adequate training of f m e r s in imgation techniques, soil and water
conservation, O&M of imgation systems, commercialization of crops;

L-

Formation of WJAs for all imgated areas;and
Issuance of Land Titles to all project beneficiaries.

22
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